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Abstract

Spiritual tourism has become a part of the lifestyle in the contemporary era. In the tradition of the Catholic 
religion, a spiritual tour means following the holy Catholic figures by carrying out prayer in certain sites. 
But, progressively more tourism advertisements promote this type of pilgrim tour, which indicates that 
this spiritual tourism is being managed by capitalism for benefit. The locations of spiritual destinations 
have also been used as political propaganda, yet relations made by building politics identity change the 
basis of spiritual pilgrimage itself. This paper looks at the ceremonial phenomenon of Semana Santa 
in the town of Larantuka in the East Flores Regency of the province of East Nusa Tenggara which has 
been a part of the faith of the local community from the relations built by the church and the kingdom of 
Larantuka since more than five centuries ago. The increasing number of attendees from other parts of 
Indonesia as well as countries due to the promotion of spiritual tourism leads to the question of whether 
these visitors have the same intention for pilgrimage or just for merely enjoying the atmosphere from the 
ceremony. Thus, this paper attempts to analyze and reflect on the Semana Santa ceremony from the 
perspective of Kajian Budaya. 
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INTRODUCTION
Spiritual or religious practice today tends to be contemporary and quite situational spiritual. 
That is, the spirituality is lived as part of the lifestyle. One of the phenomenon of the trend and 
in-gandrungi is spiritual tourism. In Catholic tradition it is known as spiritual angel. The purpose 
of spiritual direction in the Catholic church is to build, shape and improve the quality of faith. 
Through this understanding, spiritual tourism and spiritual narrative have a different nature. 
Spiritual tourism is refreshing, while the spiritual direction is the meaning of the journey of faith 
that exemplifies the holy figure in the Catholic Church.

The lives of contemporary societies often transcend the basic essence of spiritual anguish 
goals. The reality that is happening today, spiritual anger experiencing a mixture of meaning that 
originally thickened with spirituality into a materialistic nature. The change is more prominent in 
the tourism aspect, not on the spiritual direction itself.

The reality of this contemporary society, by the tourism industry is seen as an opportunity that 
can grow tourism production. Along with that, other interests such as capitalism infiltrate to gain 
profit. The thought was in line with what was delivered by Idi Subandy Ibrahim & Bachruddin 
Ali Akhmad, that world capitalism is clever to pack the world into a place of performance to 
be a commodity. Therefore for them, life is like a pile of merchandise. From that point on, the 
worship of things becomes an ideology of materialism and capitalism (2014; 44). Sightseeing 
travel services and spiritual tourism savings are seen as part of the capitalist ideology. Modern 
society captures this as an ease in carrying out spiritual tourism activities. Whether we realize 
it or not, spiritual tourism providers can certainly benefit from this spiritual tourism program.

In line with the interests of the capitalist, politically, it can be used as a political image to 
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survive in power. The presence of political figures both legislative and executive in the arena of 
spiritual tourism, would be a good image in the eyes of society. Religious institutions can even 
be dragged down by the flow of thoughts of these two interests. First, improving the economy 
of people in the area of   spiritual tourism, and secondly, can be taken into account in the map 
of political power.

Contemporary spiritual practices as described above have deviated from the essence of 
spiritual narrative. In fact, interpreting the spiritual life is a simple life, empathy, sympathy 
and sacrifice without being bound by visiting places that are considered sacred. With another 
sentence that spiritual anger is to make sense of life itself and have faith in God.

n the tradition of the Catholic Church of siarah to the holy land of Jerusalem, Fatima in France, 
Lourdes in Portugal and various other sacred sites, is a Catholic dream. The site of the siarah 
is considered sacred and has been recognized by the Church for centuries. In Indonesia, the 
famous spiritual place in the Cave of Maria Posarang Kediri and Semana Santa procession in 
Larantuka East Flores District East Nusa Tenggara Province.

Every year the procession of Semana Santa in Larantuka is visited by various pilgrims from 
various places in Indonesia and abroad. The presence of many pilgrims, then used by the 
government and sawasta as one of the tourist destinations. Critical questions arise about this 
phenomenon, whether the presence of a lot of people have the same intention to bersiarah, 
or just enjoy the atmosphere that is at the ceremony Semana Santa? This question certainly 
needs to be answered with various analysis and reflection. Thus this paper attempts to describe 
the Semana Santa ceremony in the perspective of Cultural Studies.

DISCUSSION
Semana Santa Ceremony in East Flores (Flotim)
East Flores regency is one of the districts whose population is predominantly Catholic in 
East Nusa Tenggara Province. In addition to the majority of the population are Catholic, this 
District has a religious tradition. The local people call it by the name of Semana Santa, a 
ceremony honoring the sacred symbol in the Catholic Church tradition. This tradition has been 
around for more than five centuries ago in the city of Larantuka and is being done just before 
Easter. Semana Santa (SS) means holy week. The Larantuka kingdom in Flotim was strongly 
influenced by the Catholic religion which the missionaries brought with the Portuguese when 
they entered the archipelago.

Semana Santa ritual in Larantuka is an acculturation of religion and local culture. This 
ceremony is different from the ceremonies of Catholics in other regions. In fact, the SS tradition 
in Larantuka is historically not a Catholic Religion tradition inherited from the Roman Catholic 
Church in Rome. The SS Ceremony in East Flores Regency is part of the process of historical 
events of Larantuka and Catholicism brought by the Portuguese.

The process of inculturation of religion and customs of the kingdom in Flotim continues to occur 
and the two merge into a royal tradition and the Catholic Church in Larantuka. This tradition 
was originally performed only by the Flotim community in the Larantuka diocese region. The 
SS procession later became a symbol of worship of God and Mary (Jesus’ mother), the cult 
of the Catholic faith is believed to be the way to find peace and salvation of the hereafter. The 
atheist Julia Kristeva considers religious symbols of great value, and she speaks of the power 
of love as if it were a mystical force (Kevvin O’Donnel, 2009; 151).
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Respect for the Mother of Jesus as a protector in the Catholic Church is based on biblical 
(Scripture). That Mary was faithful from the beginning from the birth to the death of Jesus. As 
the mother of Jesus, Mary faithfully accompanied the journey of her son on the cross, which 
in the human side was difficult for a mother to witness the misery of her son. This was then 
confirmed in the council letter No. 66-67 on devotion and respect for Mary (Handiko, 2006). 
It is on this basis that the Catholic Church gives a special honor to Mary over the Young 
(Protestant) church. The Catholic Church realizes that Mary is involved in the mysteries of 
Christ. This is also stated because the authentic piety of Mary is found in the heart, not in the 
outward nature, and this is what is called devotion.

The SS procession is a devotion before the Passover celebration which is the event of the 
death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus. Easter for Catholics and Christians is generally the 
event of God liberating his people from Sin. Therefore this devotion is a form of devotion and 
faith in surrendering Catholics in Larantuka to Allah. Relating to this faith base, Catholics in 
Larantuka wish their lives to be freed from the shackles of sin and poverty, be they spiritual and 
temporal poverty. Respect for the sacred symbol in the Catholic Church tradition at Larantuka 
is also total surrender to the hands of the divine organizers and the protection and prayers of 
the immaculate Virgin Mary (Mary the mother of Jesus / Isa Almasih).

The early SS devotion event was originally a tribute to the patroness of the royal and Catholic 
Church of the Diocese of Larantuka. Historically, King Larantuka handed the royal scepter to 
Mary the mother of Jesus, a symbol of surrender of power and surrender. This symbol means, 
the city of Larantuka forever led by the Virgin Mary, as well as a protector of the city Larantuka. 
Until now Larantuka City nicknamed Reinha City Rosari.

Associated with the biblical basics, in fact the spiritual direction of the SS is a life-alive form 
exemplified by Mary. The faith experienced by Mary the mother of Jesus is the cornerstone of 
universal Catholic faith. Exemplifies the faith of Mary, it is expected that the people of Larantuka 
city really believe in God and the leader follow the example of Mary. The kingdom of Larantuka 
sees this as a force in sustaining good leadership for the welfare of its people. That is why SS’s 
devotional procession continues from year to year to remind people of supernatural powers, 
and to base life on God.

Between Advertising, Identity Relations and Authority on Semana Santa’s Spiritual 
Tour
 Joost Smiers (ed., Cassed, 2009) reveals that advertising has a major effect on increasing 
the people’s interest, behavior and emotion. In the process of cultivating ads, ad designers 
produce ads with the combination of advertising products with lifestyle. This can influence the 
audience and media users to take advantage of advertising products.

Ahead of the SS procession, print and electronic advertisements rampantly promote the SS 
procession. Every year tourists start arriving and the number is increasing. Advertising SS 
procession continues rolling, the tourism industry began to engage in promotion. Tourists 
both local and foreign countries meet the city Larantuka every time this procession is 
implemented.

The involvement of various parties gave various colors in the SS ceremony. The government 
and private involvement that continues to promote the SS ceremony has consistently implicated 
the ceremony as a reliable spiritual object for the province of East Nusa Tenggara and East 
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Flores in particular.

Implementation of SS procession in Larantuka involving tourism and private industry as hotel 
manager, economically bring significant impact. The economic turnaround during this activity 
is certainly profitable. The idolatrous capitalist practices will be legitimated behind the blanket 
of spirituality. It can be predicted that one day SS activities will become the main commodity 
for Larantuka community.

This prediction is certainly quite dangerous to the faith of Catholics in the area of   larantuka city. 
When we refer to the Gospel message by Airelius Augustine in his writings “Building Up the 
Rock” when one only gathers worldly treasures and profit, how can the world be pure, but if in 
heaven the heart will be pure because heaven is pure ( ed. Translation, 2016; 214).

The above statement of Aurelius is fundamental to the Catholic faith. The ultimate faith of the 
Catholic faith and ideally imitates the example of Jesus and Mary by sacrifice. Sacrifice does 
not mean ignoring the essence of life itself. Sacrifice here is read as giving life to others who 
are suffering, marginalized, exploited, and oppressed by interests or capitalist ideology and 
power.

The spiritual angel in the Legion of Mary view is a process of meaningful life suffering like Jesus 
and Mary. In their view, humans tend to avoid the problem of suffering, whereas no human can 
escape the problem of suffering. Humans tend to resist or rebel against suffering. This essence 
is believed by Mary, that she suffered to see her son crucified and die on the bar of insult.

The above thought is really the basis of the spiritual direction. That in the scriptures is explained 
“for unto you it is granted not only to believe in Christ but also to suffer for him” (Pandyoputro, 
1999). Based on this context, contemporary society in the running of spiritual direction is less 
appreciative of the concept of Catholic faith about life and suffering. They see this siarah is a 
tour and the arts scene, or just a simulakrum.

Ads promoting SS on one side have positive implications for the Catholic community in 
Larantuka. Through this ad, Larantuka city became known by various other communities in 
Indonesia and the world. But on the other hand, Sesameana Santa’s procession becomes the 
correct destination as a spiritual anger for the ad reader, or just a curiosity by the language 
of the ad full of persuasion. The ad thickens with the ideology of capitalist interests, the 
language of infected ads and the hypothesis of display economic progress. Spiritual tourism 
in contemporary society undergoes reinterpretation. They see spiritual tourism as a spiritual 
need. If this reinterpretation continues it will become a habit.

The SS procession at Larantuka not only presents the spiritual side or strengthening of faith 
for the Catholic umbrella of Larantuka, but includes an identity of Catholics in the province 
of East Nusa Tenggara and Indonesia in general. The advertisements proffered through the 
media give a sense of identity pride and strengthening a sense of solidarity among Catholics. 
As a Catholic, reading SS ads certainly has a sense of longing to attend the ceremony as a 
form of identity relation. He also became a pride of the identity of Catholic uniqueness for its 
adherents.

Through identity relation and reinforced by the presence of tourists, raises the potential of 
identity politics issues. The predominantly Catholic province of NTT has potential in identity 
politics issues built on identity relationships. The issue of choosing leaders who share the 
same identity can not be avoided at this time. In choosing leaders not only in faith but obedient 
to religion. This identity pressure, sometimes forcing people to follow the religious ceremony 
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as part of fulfilling the demands.

The demands or pressures make a person undergo such a spirituality. Spirituality is only to 
form an image or image in order to get sympathetic from the community. Agamapun made 
bumper to pave the way for leadership seats in pilkada or pileg succession. These logic are 
built to fulfill desire and spirituality shifted in secondary terms. This is as presented by Magnis 
Suseno in response to Freud’s criticism of religion. That there is no denying in religion there are 
neurotic impressive symptoms. These symptoms can be observed in the attitudes of religious 
individuals, as well as in various official religions and cultures (2016, 89). These forms of 
distortion are then rationalized for social and religious legitimacy.

Religion in the first view is worship to the higher. This definition arises because there is a strong 
belief in one higher power. In another and whole definition the religion is a worship of a higher 
power born of feeling of need (Allan Menzies in the 2015 translation edition; 11).

Religious sociologists define religion in two ways: substantive and functional definitions. 
Religion in the substantive definition is more to certain core elements especially to other god 
or supernatural beliefs. While the definition of religion from a functional point, religion is seen 
as a particular function in society divided or classified into three religious functions namely 
social function, existential or hermeneutic function, and transcendent function (Idi S Ibrahim & 
Bachruddin A. Akhmad, 2016; 135).

Of these three functions, religion as a social and existential function is inherent with current 
advances in technology and information. Because the technological progress of the means of 
worship increasingly facilitated, so penetrated in religious practice. Manuel Kastel has hinted 
that the dominance of the development and presence of information and science technology 
poses a risk in both economic life and everyday life (Rahma Sugiharti, 2014; 70).

Kastel’s view above is a sign that contemporary society’s spirituality is influenced by information 
and technology. The Ads languages   that in promoting Semana Santa’s religious rituals at 
Larantuka also show indications that strong capitalist interests are affecting the presence of 
tourists.

The same is expressed by Yasraf, that religious life is posmodern influenced by popular culture 
and global capitalism that change the practice, interpretation, and understanding of religious 
doctrine. Yasraf further said, the linking of popular culture in the knot of religious practice 
creates a popular imagination. This imagination leads the religious life of contemporary society 
towards the interplay between depth and surface nature, simplicity and glamor, between the 
noble spirit and the low desire (2011: 17-19).

For some contemporary societies, spirituality is a cure from the weariness of modern life, as 
well as contemporary society to utilize spirituality into a lifestyle. It is true what Nietze said that 
man needs a handle in his life. If man does not have a handle, then his life is not directed. If 
God is no longer a grip, then humans can seek another God who can lift people out of a dull, 
restless, mired in emptiness. Another God may be his fellow human beings, as well as science 
and technology, as well as modern industrial products that conspire with the capitalist ideology 
(Nietze in Setyo Wibowo et al, 2015).

Nietze’s thinking above is exactly what the contemporary society does in choosing its spiritual 
destinations. Places and locations of tourist destinations will be debated and discussed by 
spiritual tourism actors. The hotel and the beauty of nature became the main choice, so the 
capitalist group compromised with the government to take over the place and build up the 
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luxury hotels.

This view is related to the materialist viewpoint as revealed by Lenin that “Religion is an opiate 
for the people. Religion is a kind of cheap spiritual whiskey in it the slaves of capital drown 
human face “. For Marx religion serves as entertainment in a bad situation. While for Lenin 
religion becomes a means deliberately used by powerful classes to deceive the lower classes, 
religion is considered a means of power (Franz M. Suseno, 2016; 29).

The criticisms of religion that Lenin and Marx gave are well-founded. This criticism becomes 
a major challenge as well as a religious institution homework. It is quite reasonable if this 
criticism is delivered. The practice of religious practices is declining. True spiritual anger as a 
form of reflection and contemplation, is replaced by entertainment and profit.

Max Weber (ed. Terjemahan 2012) melihat praktek keagamaan semacam ini hanya sebagai 
pemenuhan kekosongan jiwa, atau pemenuhan dasar psikologis. Rasionalitas agama 
menjadi yang sekunder, sedangkan psikologis menjadi yang primer. Maksud pernyataan Max 
weber sangat jelas, bahwa dalam menjalankan spritulitas, masyarakat kontemporer kurang 
menyadari betapa penting rasionalitas yang imanen untuk menjalankan spiritualitas agama. 
Hal ini dimaksudkan, iman harus juga dijalani dengan nalar agar tidak terperangkap dalam 
ideologi semu, seperti yang dilakukan oleh budak kapitalis.

CONCLUSION
The procession semana santa dikabupaten Flores Timur is the result of inculturation of adat 
and catholic religion in the region. Respect for Mary the mother of Jesus as protector of this 
Larantuka kingdom, has existed since five centuries ago. The initial spirit of the semana santa 
procession upholds the value of spirituality. But in the next practice, it is now shifting by the 
influence of globalization and modern industry, becoming a spiritual tourist destination.

The practice of capitalist idolatry strengthens in the process of semana santa. The strong 
encouragement of travel agents and the insistence of the managers has made government, 
church and private sector work to provide adequate infrastructure. Collaboration between 
government, sawasta and the church seems to be structured in the management of Semana 
Santa procession. In the end the capitalist game develops and is structured in society. This is 
what Claude Jessua (ed., 2015, 51) wrote in his book Capitalism, that “capitalism develops in 
certain structures of power within a society. The birth and development of the system is related 
to the changing situation of political power “. Opportunities of deviation from the basic spirit 
of spiritual direction are potential here. The faith underlying the spiritual direction of Semana 
Santa was dimmed by the sparkling practices of the tourism industry and capitalist idols.
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